How many times can you spot me in this booklet?

Bill’s treasure hunt, colouring in, spot the difference and more!
Oh no! Bill’s lost!

Please help him find his way across the moat to the Manor House.

When the Archbishop of Canterbury visited Headstone Manor, he had grand feasts in the Great Hall. Can you spot the differences between these two pictures? There are six differences to find.
Once upon a time when Headstone was a farm, apple and pear trees grew in orchards. Can you draw in some more trees.

Carefully smell the herbs. Which do you like best?

The Great Barn is really long. How many steps does it take to walk from one end to the other?

Farmers used to milk cows in the Great Barn. Draw some cows in the farm yard.

This way to the Play Ground

You will find flower beds here. Draw some flowers in the garden.

Have a look at my friends in the meat. Who can you see? Tick them off here.

The cricket pitch was a field called Old Green where beans and wheat were grown. Can you finish drawing them.

There are lots of crayons in the Granary for you to do your colouring in and lots of other fun activities too.
Bill’s Treasure Hunt!
While you’re exploring the Manor House, see if you can find my favourite things. There’s a little picture of me beside them. Tick them off when you find them!

Bill’s Wordsearch
Can you find the six hidden words?

BARN
MANOR
HARROW
MOAT
MUSEUM
DUCK

N Z N T K P H I E D O P
N N A N M C J A M X M S
Q A R D D R E Y R T M P
K A O D O U U F J R T N
B T M N R S C X X M O H
Y E A U P C I K R M I W
Z M Y P S F J T J O H K
A K M Z M E Z A U A R P
U J G B V R U G P T C B
N T O V J H N M J W H G
O Z V E S L F N L Q N Z
U S D R I D N A L E X J

Draw your favourite thing from the Museum. Why do you like it?

What would you put in a museum about yourself?
You can find out what these farm workers are doing in the Tudor Room. You can colour them in the Granary.

We hope you have a quacking visit!